La cryptanalyse lin eaire a et e introduite l'an dernier par Matsui au congr es Eurocrypt '93. Elle ouvre des perspectives pour de nouvelles m ethodes d'attaques plus performantes que la cryptanalyse di erentielle.
Introduction
Matsui has introduced last year a new cryptanalysis method for DES-like cryptosystems Mat94] . The idea of the method is to approximate the non-linear S-boxes with linear forms. Beside, the performances of linear cryptanalysis seems next to di erential cryptanalysis ones, though a little better. These similitudes seem to mean that the two methods are based on common fundamental principles.
Each type of cryptanalysis measures the resistance of functions. In this report, we investigate
, where K is the Galois eld with two elements, and p and q are two integers. Using well known results on Bent functions we will show that linear resistant functions are also di erential resistant.
I-1 Notations
We call \characteristic function of F" and denote F the boolean function Proof: First, we notice that ) and linear-resistance implies di erential-resistance.
For q p, 2 is a lower bound for F , and we have : 
